
Waste knights
Errata and faq



No creation process can progress without a number 
of mistakes on the way. The designer certainly made 
his part of errors and after almost a year Waste Kni-
ghts have been on the market we decided to make a 
number of amendments and clarifications. 
We would also like to thank everyone who has helped 
us to prepare this material. We hope that it will be 
useful when playing Waste Knights.

Errors, misprints and changes in the 
Rulebook

Page 3, right column.
It reads: “…More about the knights sheets, see p. 9.”
It should read: “…More about the knight sheets, see 
p. 9.”

It reads: “…2 dials for counting current Radiation 
and Health levels.”
It should read: “…2 dials for counting current Ra-
diation and Fuel levels.”

Page 5, left column.
It reads: “…which side has better chances of win-
ning current.”
It should read: “…which side has better chances of 
winning current combat.”

Page 5, central column.
It reads: “…to indicate that damage suffered during 
the game.”
It should read: “…to indicate that a given vehicle 
suffered damage during the game.”

Page 7, left column.
It reads: “…starting from the player to the right of 
the First Player and going clockwise around the 
table.”
It should read: “…starting from the player to the ri-
ght of the First Player and going counter-clockwise 
around the table.”

Page 9, Player Area frame.
It reads: “…D. Vehicle Sheet”
It should read: “…D. Vehicle Card”

Page 11, Golden Rules frame.
It reads: “…If any rule or effects states that…”
It should read: “…If any rule or effect states that…”

Page 17, Task Card Overview frame.
Point 4 reads: “…A card title indicate that…”
Point 4 should read: “…A card title indicates that…”

Additionally, there is a marking for point 6 missing 
from the common task card illustration. It should 
be shown in the lower-right corner of the Human 
Camel task card.

Page 18, central column.
It reads: “…depends on the number of players - 1 
cards in a 3-player game…”
It should read: “…depends on the number of players 
- 1 card in a 3-player game…”

Page 22, right column.
It reads: “…Combatants are to obliged to play 
Attack…”
It should read: “…Combatants are not obliged to 
play Attack…”

Page 23, left column.
It reads: “…Advance: This combat gains 1 domi-
nance and his…”
It should read: “…Advance: This combatant gains 1 
dominance and his…”

Page 26, Illustrated combat example.
The example shows a Hell Raiders’ enemy card with 
4 Health, but it should show the version of the card 
with 3 Health.

Page 27, left column.
It reads: “…As a result of a combatant’s combatant’s 
attacks his opponent…”

It should read: “…As a result of a combatant’s at-
tacks his opponent …”

Page 28, central column.
It reads: “…When a knight spends or loses Ammo, 
he turns or removes…”
It should read: “…When a knight spends or loses 
Ammo, he turns over or removes…”

It reads: “…When a knight gains Ammo, he turns 
or places…”
It should read: “…When a knight gains Ammo, he 
turns over or places …”

Page 29, right column.
It reads: “…When a knight loses Health, he turns 
or removes…”
It should read: “…When a knight loses Health, he 
turns over or removes…”

It reads: “…When a knight heals Health, he turns 
or places…”
It should read: “…When a knight heals Health, he 
turns over or places …”

Page 31, central column.
It reads: “…All gear cards not chosen by players…”
It should read: “…All vehicle cards not chosen by 
players…”

Page 32, right column.
It reads: “…Vehicle cards feature these stripesbene-
ath their titles…”
It should read: “…Vehicle cards feature these stripes 
beneath their titles…”

Page 35, central column.
It reads: “…We also wish to thank for lost of help 
and inspiration…”
It should read: “…We also wish to thank the follo-
wing people for lots of help and inspiration:…”

Healing Clarification
Whenever a knight has a chance to heal both He-

alth and Radiation using one effect (ex. when using 
a resupply action in a city or after discarding a Mil-
-feed green gear card), it is considered that the knight 
always heals Radiation first and Health second.

“0” Die Result
The “0” result on any die actually means “10”. It is 

considered an automatic success when making any 
skill check and a Bull’s Eye in combat when counting 
damage.

Movement Rules Clarification
During the Move Step, the Active Knight may cho-

ose not to move at all. If the knight stays on the same 
hex, he cannot make search checks to actively interact 
in any way with other knights on his hex until the 
Rest Step. Other knights moving through his hex may 
try to interact with him normally.
The Active Knight resolving his Move Step cannot 
make search checks to interact with knights on the 
hex, from which he starts moving. The starting hex is 
not considered part of the route of the Active Knight 
and is not marked with a route token.

Dice Modifier Tokens Clarification
Dice modifier tokens inform that a knight marked 

with them gains or suffers dice when making all rolls 
or checks. They may be used to mark effects of a Ham-
mer yellow gear card or when fighting a InHR enemy 
from wasteland cards to remember about this enemy’s 
special ability.

Errors, misprints and changes in the 
Mission Book

Page 2, left column.
The illustration of the mission sheet featuring Dam-
sel in Distress should be updated according to the 
changes in the special rules section (see below).

Point 7 reads: “…7. Victory conditions: A descrip-
tion mission goals and conditions…”
Point 7 should read: “…7. Victory conditions: A de-
scription of mission goals and conditions…”

Round Example in 2-player Game

Page 2, right example column.
It reads: “…She manages to make Chris lose 2 He-
alth, but the enemy is defeated.”
It should read: “…She manages to make Chris lose 
2 Health (healed by Chris using a Medi-shot green 
gear card), but the enemy is defeated.”

Page 3, left example column.
It reads: “…Finally, he returns the route token to 
the route pool…”
It should read: “…Finally, he returns 2 route tokens 
used to the route pool…”

It reads: “…Naomi passes her escape test from Ra-
diation Storm…”
It should read: “…Naomi passes her escape check 
from Radiation Storm…”

Mission Damsel in Distress

Central column, Special Rules.
It reads: “…When a knight gains 10 Reputation…”
It should read: “…When a knight reaches 10 
Reputation…”

It reads: “…The knight with the Bloody Mary vil-
lain marker cannot make escape checks nor pass 
them automatically. If he is defeated or loses con-
sciousness, he must choose and discard 1 gear card 
he owns. Then, his Waster places the Bloody Mary 
villain marker on the board as described above.”
It should read: “…The knight with the Bloody Mary 
villain marker cannot make escape checks nor play 
any cards or effects that would enable him to evade 
a wasteland card or pass an escape check automa-
tically (ex. a promo luck card Wise Guy). If he is 

defeated in combat or duel or loses consciousness 
in any circumstances, he must choose and discard 
1 gear card he owns. Then, his Waster places the 
Bloody Mary villain marker on the board as de-
scribed above.”

Mission Avengers

Central column, Special Rules.
It reads: “…When a knight gains 10 Reputation…”
It should read: “…When a knight reaches 10 
Reputation…”

General Changes of Rules

After a number of game test and rules’ issues voiced 
by members of Polish boardgame forum www.gry-
-planszowe.pl and users of boardgamegeek.com, we 
decided to change a number of rules described in the 
Rulebook. The following changes should be conside-
red official and valid in each game. We also wish to 
express our thanks for the commitment of players in 
the development of Waste Knights.

Blue (special) Gear Cards

On page 34 in the Rulebook, there is a frame re-
garding the blue gear cards. The third bullet allows 
a knight to remove a blue gear card from the game 
during any Rest Step to gain certain benefits. This 
rule is changed as follows: a blue gear card may be 
removed from the game immediately after gaining 
a given card, before it is placed on a knight sheet, in 
a backpack or in a vehicle. This is the only moment to 
remove the card from the game. A knight may even 
remove from the game the Muscle Car gear card be-
fore he has to decide if he prefers to start using Muscle 
Car (thus discarding his current vehicle) or to keep his 
current car and remove from the game Muscle Car for 
1 red gear card and 1 Reputation.
Additionally, if a knight gains a blue gear card as part 
of a trade deal with another knight, he cannot remo-



ve the card from the game. It is only possible when 
gaining a blue gear card as a result of accomplishing 
a certain task.

Resolving Ties and Lost Combat with Enemies

If a knight resolves combat with an enemy and this 
combat ends in a tie (the dominance marker is placed 
on the “0” space of the dominance track) or the knight 
loses combat due to dominance, in addition to other 
effects connected with losing combat (ex. having the 
vehicle wrecked by Lords of the Waste), the knight 
loses 1 Health. It also means that any combat tied 
or lost with a ferocious enemy has this additional 
consequence.

Frequently Asked Questions and Card 
and Effect Clarification

1. Can I perform an exploration action from my hex 
first and then accomplish a task?

Yes. The order of activities during the Exploration 
Step depends entirely on you. You can accept and/
or accomplish a task and then perform 1 exploration 
action (or vice-versa).

2. If I passed an exploration check on my hex, does 
it mean that I automatically accept a task from this 
hex that requires passing a certain skill check?

No. An exploration check is a separate skill check 
required to perform any activities on a given hex. 
Only after you pass this check, you can attempt to 
accept a task connected with your hex. If the first re-
quirement from this task forces you to make a certain 
skill check, you must pass the check. If you do, you 
can accept the task. No matter the result, you can still 
perform 1 exploration action.
However, if you fail your exploration check, you can-
not perform any action, nor accept or accomplish any 
tasks on a given hex until the next round.

3. I wanted to accept a task, but I failed the check 

required to do so. Can I accept a different task ava-
ilable on my hex?

No. You can only attempt to accept 1 task per Explo-
ration Step.

4. I want to play the Hollow-points yellow gear card 
when using Multi-attack combat card. Can I do it?

Yes. All gear cards representing Ammo (Hollow-po-
ints, AP Rounds, Cerbero Cleaners) allow you to make 
one attack using either the Attack combat card or the 
Multi-attack combat card (if your weapon allows you 
to use it). Instead of spending normal Ammo, you 
should discard a certain gear card. This card “pays” 
all costs connected with a combat card and an attack 
type used.

5. Can I play the Change Range combat card and 
choose to advance even if combat is already fought 
at short range?

Yes. In this case the range cannot be shortened and 
you do not gain any dominance, but your opponent 
rolls 1 less attack die. However, if your opponent 
also plays the Change Range combat card and tries 
to retreat, your combat card is resolved normally (+2 
dominance and the same range is kept).

6. During combat, both me and my opponent played 
the Change Range combat card. Who decides first 
whether to advance or retreat?

When unclear, all decisions in combat are taken 
first by the attacking side i.e. by the Active Knight. 
Then, the defending side decides.

7. Another player is resolving his Move Step as the 
Active Knight. His route is going through my hex. 
When he is passing my knight, he decides not to 
make a search check to interact with me and wishes 
to keep moving, but I would like to attack him. Can 
I do it?

No. Only the Active Knight can make a search 
check and then try to trade or fight with another kni-
ght. There is no limit to the number of search checks 
the Active Knight can make during one move, as long 

as each check is connected with a different knight. If 
you wish to attack him, you will have to do it during 
your Move Step.

8. I played a Chop, chop! luck card. I just entered 
a hex, whose special action I wish to use, but the 
Waster wants to play a wasteland card on this hex. 
What happens first?

First, you must resolve a wasteland card, then you 
may resolve any other activities on a given hex, such 
as search checks or special actions.

9. Can I play Click, click luck cards on enemies from 
wasteland cards if such enemies have unlimited 
Ammo?

Yes. This card negates one attack of any opponent 
using a weapon with the multi-attack icon(s). It does 
not matter whether the icon(s) appears in the combat 
panel of a gear card or of an enemy. This card works 
even if your opponent plays the Attack (not only the 
Multi-attack) combat card. It only matters that he 
uses an automatic weapon, which is prone to jam. 
In case of an enemy, just ignore the Ammo loss and 
negate the attack itself.

10. I attached a Bayonet gear card to my Sniper Rifle 
gear card. Does it mean that I can use all combat 
icons and special abilities of my weapon both when 
shooting and in melee?

No. Bayonet adds the melee (close range) icon to the 
combat panel of your weapon, giving you a wider ran-
ge of options in combat. You can now shoot (rolling 
your Guns skill) using all combat icons and abilities of 
your weapon or attack in melee with Bayonet (rolling 
your Blades skill) using just the damage bonus written 
on the Short Range range card (and some other melee 
modifiers, if you have ones, ex. for a special ability of 
Michael Paine). 
Other combat icons shown in the combat panel of 
your weapon pertain only to shooting, i.e. the basic 
attack type of your weapon. Therefore, when using 
Bayonet with Sniper Rifle you do not deal 1 additional 
damage and your Prepare combat card does not bring 

any bonuses when used in melee.

11. I accepted the Robo-killer task card. The Waster 
must play enemies-machines on me. However, there 
is the Mean Bastards… task card in the game that 
forces the Waster to play enemies-gangs or enemies-
-mutants. Which card is more important?

The Waster can actually play any of the enemies 
mentioned on the available task cards. If more than 
one effect forces the Waster to play certain types of 
wasteland cards, he can choose, which effect he wants 
to fulfill.

12. During combat, I played a Hard as a Rock luck 
card on my knight. Then, my opponent played a 
Sweet Spot luck card on my knight. Which card is 
in effect?

Sweet Spot enables a knight to ignore all armor of an 
opponent, even the armor added after playing a luck 
card or using other effects. So, in this case, Hard as 
a Rock should be ignored along with all your normal 
armor.

13. I am fighting an enemy from wasteland cards. I 
play a Sweet Spot luck card to ignore my opponent’s 
armor, but another player - not even my Waster - 
wants to negate my Sweet Spot by playing a Not This 
Time Old Chap luck card. Is it possible?

Yes. Not This Time Old Chap is the only luck card 
that can be played in any circumstances. It does not 
matter whether the person playing it participated in 
combat, is your Waster etc. 

14. I am resolving a Hungry Locusts event from wa-
steland cards. I am about to make the Guns check 
according to the game text of the card, but I wish to 
play a Piece of Cake luck card to succeed automati-
cally. What happens?

Piece of Cake enables you to automatically pass a 
skill check, however it only brings you 1 success. In 
this case, you would avoid losing 1 Health, but you 

would lose 2 Health anyway as you lack 2 successes 
when compared to 3 successes required by the card. 
Then, you would discard Hungry Locusts.

15. Many wasteland cards force me to “skip the 
Exploration Step this round”. What does it mean?

It means that this round you cannot perform any 
activities on your hex (ex. accept or accomplish tasks, 
perform your exploration action etc.). However, you 
can resolve your Rest Step normally (ex. trade with 
other knights on the same hex, use gear cards, discard 
a luck card to quickly resupply etc.).

16. Does the Wandering Merchant wasteland card 
allow me to trade items with the special Stalls 
spaces (Pumps, New Sydney) with better trading 
conditions?

Yes. Wandering Merchant gives you access to all 
Stalls spaces when trading with him.
 
17. How does the Ghost Town wasteland card work?

When under its effects, you are practically consi-
dered out of the board. It means that you cannot per-
form any actions and affect other knights with your 
card during the Move, Exploration and Rest Steps, but 
similarly other knights cannot affect you in any way. 
However, when it is your turn to become the Waster, 
you play this role normally.

18. What happens if I change my weapon during 
combat with the Alien Regular enemy from waste-
land cards? Can this enemy use Medi-shot and other 
similar gear cards that are currently on my knight 
sheet?

Alien Regular is treated as if he changed his weapon, 
too. As to non-weapon gear cards, this enemy cannot 
use any one-use gear cards or armor. It is only able to 
“copy” your weapon, special abilities usable in combat 
(ex. David Mayhem’s ability to set the starting range) 
and gear cards from your pockets if they have direct 
use in combat (ex. Geiger Counter when fighting on a 
hex with a radiation icon).

19. I lost combat with the Lords of the Waste enemy 
from wasteland  cards and my vehicle was destroy-
ed. What happens next?

You return your vehicle card to the vehicle pool and 
discard all gear cards that were stored in your vehic-
le to their proper discard piles (except any blue gear 
cards that must be placed on your knight sheet or in 
your backpack). Then, you set your Fuel dial to “0” 
and stop immediately on the hex, where your vehicle 
was destroyed. 
You do all the things described above whenever your 
vehicle is destroyed during the Move Step as a result 
of certain effects or special abilities.

20. I caused the Dreadnought enemy from waste-
land cards to lose 3 Health. Which gear card can I 
take? What happens if I destroy this enemy?

For causing Dreadnought to lose 3 Health you can 
take 1 gear card from any gear card discard pile - gre-
en, yellow or red. Blue gear cards are removed from 
the game when discarded so they never end up on a 
discard pile. 
If you manage to destroy Dreadnought, you gain 
all the rewards from its card (+3 Reputation and +3 
Ammo) as well as 1 gear card from a chosen discard 
pile.

21. Does an Alice’s Exiles enemy from wasteland 
cards force me to discard all drug gear cards I own 
or maybe only the ones from my knight sheet?

You must discard all drug gear cards that you own 
- from your knight sheet, your pockets and your 
vehicle.

22. I have failed the escape check when encoun-
tering the Shelobie enemy from wasteland cards. 
What happens next?

Besides normal penalty for a failed escape check (in 
this case a loss of 2 Health), Shelobie forces you to 
mark all your gear cards. It is best to mark only those 
gear cards that require marking to use ex. First-aid 
Kit, Bible of the Waste etc.
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23. I played the Change Range combat card after 
playing the Prepare combat card. What happens 
next?

Prepare provides its bonuses in one situation only: if 
you play the Attack combat card in the clash following 
the one when you played Prepare. In this case, you 
should return the Prepare combat card to your hand 
without counting any bonuses and resolve the Change 
Range combat card normally.

24. I want to accomplish the Organs Needed! com-
mon task card, but I only have 2 Health. How much 
Health can I lose to gain Reputation?

Only 1 Health. The voluntary loss of Health connec-
ted with this task card cannot cause your Health to 
fall to “0”, resulting in the loss of consciousness (even 
if you have the Adrenal red gear card).

25. Another player performed the special action of 
the Kosciusko’s Redoubt [13] hex and placed a wa-
steland card under the Waster marker. How does 
that special action affect task cards such as Nice tro-
phy!? What happens if more than one player uses 
this action in the same round and there are 2 or 
more cards under the Waster marker?

Any card placed under the Waster marker always 
has priority. The Waster must play it first even if some 
other effect, ex. a common task in the game, would 
normally force him to play certain wasteland cards. 
If  there is more than 1 card under the Waster marker, 
the Waster takes all the cards and chooses 1 to play 
unless one of the cards meets the conditions of a task 
card better than other cards from under the Waster 
marker. For example, if a Nice trophy! task card was 
available and an enemy card and an event card were 
placed under the marker, the Waster would have to 
play the enemy card.

26. I am using a Hammer yellow gear card in com-
bat. I managed to hit my opponent with this weapon 
for the second time. Should I place the second dice 
modifier token on my opponent? 

Yes. Each successful hit with this weapon increases 
the negative modifier, causing your opponent to lose 
dice rolled to attack you this combat.

27. A First-aid Kit yellow gear card is used during 
the Rest Step. Is there any point in keeping it on my 
knight sheet?

No. During the Rest Step all gear cards owned by a 
knight are considered available, no matter if they are 
on his knight sheet or stored somewhere. Therefore, 
your First-aid Kit and other similar cards (ex. Gun-
smith’s Kit etc.) can be used “from” your backpack or 
vehicle. Similarly, if you have a First-aid Kit as your 
starting gear, you may place other gear card on it - just 
remember about it in the Rest Step.

28. Thanks to my X-1 Ca-
mouflage red gear card I re-
rolled my opponent’s attack 
die. Unfortunately, the die 
came out with a “0”, cau-
sing a critical hit and even 
more damage than before. 
What can I do?

You can bleed in silence. After rerolling a die, you 
must accept the new result even if it is more harmful. 
That is the risk you take when you choose to use such 
experimental equipment as X-1 Camouflage. Just re-
member that rerolling a die is optional.

29. Do the Aegis Exoskeleton and Scales blue gear 
cards allow me to ignore all Radiation or Contami-
nation icons from hexes or just one such icon?
They allow you to ignore all icons of a given type, so 
you can safely stay on such hexes as Red Tomb [7].

We kindly encourage you to read all changes and cla-
rifications. We also invite you to write on our page 
on BGG: boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/174260/
waste-knights 
or ask questions directly through our Facebook 
page: www.facebook.com/wasteknights

Also remember to check our official webpage for new 
materials, missions and information about the game:
www.wasteknights.com


